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As a composer in the very late twentieth century my goal is performance, algorithmic composition, natural-world
to inject as much intelligence and substance into the process non-musical phenomena, and a user-interface that
of music-making as possible, to present listeners with effectively monitors and guides the interaction of
sensory and intellectual metaphorical tools that enable them these high-level event streams.
to perceive relationships of time and space in ways that Compositions are produced by following a two-
might otherwise go unnoticed. Music-oriented researchers in

step process (figure 1). Musical material, or alterna-the fields of psychoacoustics and cognition in recent years
tively non-musical material of any origin, is input tohave viewed the computer as a means of simply extending
a preprocessor classification system that analyses theand rationalising traditional music theory and form, rather
mathematical structures embedded within the rawthan summarising the base of musical knowledge we have
data. The analysis is based on a user-customised setinherited and then breaking free of those constraints.

Performers, composers and producers in the field of popular of attribute definitions. The information gained from
entertainment continue to use technology to narrow rather this analysis is then used by an assembly process to
than broaden aesthetic boundaries in the so-called creative construct original musical structures that reflect the
arts. structures identified in the input data. In addition to

A new aesthetic paradigm is needed . . . the knowledge derived from the source material, this
Technology provides us with the tools we require in order process is informed by several self-perpetuating con-

to build a genuinely new method of music creation and
trol mechanisms that interact with one another andlistening. I propose that it is time to invest our energies in
with a user for the duration of assembly.the creation of visionary learning tools that enhance our

The system includes an intentionally criticalability to evolve in our relationship to ourselves, to one
dependence upon ‘realtime’ user and environmentalanother, to the planet, and perhaps ultimately to the stars.
input during the actual compositional constructionIt is the author’s strongest desire to allow for the full

realisation of what computer music has long held the process. The design is influenced by the physical and
promise to provide – limitless variation with infinite control. biological sciences through the theories of univer-

Toward this end, I document here (i) a theory of music sality, chaos (sensitivity to initial conditions), and
that attempts to assimilate the infinite and subtle genetics among others, and by mathematics through
interconnectedness of the human experience into a single techniques such as statistical determinacy, prob-
symbolic structure, and (ii) the application of this theory to

ability, distribution, classification, and hierarchical
the extension of an emerging genre – the environmentally

transformation processes.interactive computer music system – designed for eventual
The aesthetic battleground from which the systemuse by people not necessarily aware of the underlying

has emerged is framed by the duality of ‘response-technical and aesthetic principles at work, but fully
time within a performance context’ versus ‘depth-of-appreciative of the profound personal benefits to be found

embedded therein. intelligence and scope-of-prior-knowledge within a
Owing to space limitations, I will focus almost nonrealtime compositional context’.

exclusively on the theoretical and aesthetic issues that have
driven the software development, and leave a detailed

2. BACKGROUNDdiscussion of the system specifications and its operation to a
separate article.

Generally, attempts to explain the processes of musi-
cal composition, interpretation and appreciation have

1. INTRODUCTION assumed that human emotional inspiration, a need to
communicate with others, a focus of will upon avail-Music In The Air (MITA) v0.71 is a computer-based
able musical materials, and an immense storehouse ofmusic composition system, a sophisticated appli-
auditory memories form the basis for study. Anothercations environment capable of realising offline and
school of thought claims these concerns to be toorealtime musical work of singular originality and
subjective, and has become committed to a processquality. The core of the design is based on estab-

lishing integral links between improvisational musical of music creation based exclusively on statistical
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Figure 1. General model of cognitive musical structure.

algorithms that do not reference emotional sources. we depend upon the manipulation of memorised
materials for our spontaneous compositions.Others have modelled compositional software after

processes found to be essential to biological and Scientific research during the last three decades has
led to intriguing hypotheses concerning the nature ofbiophysical phenomena, or base their research upon

an analysis of the processes found in improvisation. humankind’s relationship to the terrestrial biosphere
and to the world beyond this planet. Music research-Separately, each of these perspectives fails to mea-

sure the entirety of the phenomenon – it is all and ers have been involved for years in breaking down
barriers between naturally occurring processes andmore than the sum of these components. While we

do control much of what we produce as composers the artificial, culturally imposed methods involved in
traditional music composition. The importance ofand what we in turn consume as listeners, there are

in fact many critical factors left unexplained in dis- natural processes in any human activity cannot be
denied, and their simultaneous simplicity and com-tinguishing brilliant from mediocre, vital from bor-

ing. As sentient context-bound entities, humans do plexity continually yield revelations with regard to
the nature of ‘creativity’ and form.in fact carry a vast depth of preconditioning to any

listening experience, thereby implicitly validating In designing computer-assisted composition sys-
tems, researchers are immediately confronted withmuch ‘culture-based’ research. Statistical methods

originated in the study of natural phenomena and the issue of prioritising the relative importance of
realtime system performance versus the depth andbring tremendous analytical power to the study of

process and structure. The analysis of improvis- complexity of the musical environment upon which
the system will operate. What do we mean by theational performance has taught us much about how
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terms ‘realtime’, ‘interactive’, ‘significant’ and ‘intelli- time required to create a composition becomes
indefinite, arrived at mutually by composer and thegent’, and how is a relative value placed upon

phenomena displaying these characteristics? system’s control mechanisms, so that even though a
realtime performance is not necessarily taking place,Perhaps we must confront an even more basic

challenge: How does one integrate into a single con- the process of composition is effectively a ‘live, real-
time compositional process’, propelled by its ownceptual theory and practical system the vast territory

of reductive analytic methods developed in the tra- momentum, continually in a productive state of
development, regardless of the composer’s level ofdition of Music Theory, with constructive techniques

using the plethora of technological materials and activity. Effectively, MITA exists in the vast un-
explored territory lying between pure ‘realtime’ andtools available today? By failing to form a theory of

music that consistently integrates these two processes, pure ‘offline’ methodologies.
we have promoted the socialycultural fragmentation
that supports the destructive mythology of ‘creators
versus performers versus criticsytheoreticians’ in 3. THEORY
musical history. If the fruits of rigorous analysis do

3.1. Music as metaphornot explicitly and directly form the basis of sub-
sequent compositional work, which in turn is evalu- Music composition is a powerful metaphor for any
ated based on the system from which it emerged, then number of global problems facing the human race.
we have accomplished nothing other than furthering The best solutions to nearly all of our political, eco-
the incessant indulgence in distraction so prevalent in nomic, sociocultural and interpersonal problems
artistic and musical activity. reduce, given enough analysis, to a strikingly similar

In order to adequately address what the author conceptual paradigm: the development of a system
feels to be the most important characteristics of musi- that recognises, accepts and nourishes innate differ-
cal expression, the system described here is an ences, yet accomplishes this by adhering to a vision
attempt to build firstly upon structural foundations that is also profoundly committed to balancing the
that simply cannot presently be dealt with sufficiently relative values of each differing component, dynami-
in real time. These foundations are based largely cally redefining itself to accommodate new strata of
upon the experience of improvisational expression, differing perspectives as they appear, and handling
human memory, and upon an observance of Nature’s ‘transactions’ between its elements in a consistently
systems of operation. unbiased manner.

In a traditional offline compositional process,
composer and computer interact for ‘as long as it
takes to create a significant piece of music’. In sup-

3.2. Auditory databases
port of this approach, several software developers
have opted to concentrate on extending the familiar A major issue that evolves from this perspective is the

concept of familiarity in the human auditory experi-traditional paradigm of offline ‘create and edit’ pro-
cessing. Others follow the dictum of interactive real- ence. Each human mind–body complex is unique,

and therefore maintains a unique database of listen-time performance that states that ‘we must write or
invent as fast as technology allows’, implicitly limit- ing experiences. This database represents the receiv-

ing matrix to which a composition transmits ideas.ing one’s ideas to those that are executable within
the bounds of acceptable definitions of ‘realtime’. The An analysis of the listener’s database of musical

memories produces a list of behavioural tendenciesmajority of this type of effort has so far been directed
toward realtime performance systems that have relied that is difficult but not impossible to quantify. One

of the many characteristics found will undoubtedlyheavily upon simple trigger mechanisms for their
musical decision-making. be the relative adventurousness that exists in the list-

ener. The most adventurous will seek out compo-In the MITA system, I have attempted to provide
a more sophisticated link between Nature and com- sitions that reflect the most divergence from the

experiences stored in her musical memory – formsposed sound, not building what tend to become very
shallow cause-and-effect couplings, but examining that do not adhere to stylistic domains known to the

listener are perceived as desirable, valuable data. Thedata from these naturally occurring event streams in
order to learn of their inner workings. Translation least adventurous listener will seek out compositions

that are similar to those in her memory that she hasmappings, to be effective, must do justice to the com-
plexity of both the source information and the enjoyed. She will be unable to handle information

that lies very far outside her cumulative understand-resulting musical form.
The concept of interactivity is interpreted some- ing of music, therefore missing much of what is

occurring within the composition.what differently than in other existing systems. The
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3.3. The arbitrary and synthetic nature of sequential relationships within each scale, as well as for all poss-
ible relationships existing between each scale andlogic
each other scale.

No decision is any more arbitrary than any other
Given this extension of interpretation, the analy-

decision. However minute or basic, all decisions lead
sis of symmetrical characteristics in any given struc-

to some consequence. All decisions move a compo-
ture produced from a general model must therefore

sition, a career, a musical era, or a planetary epoch,
be based upon a thorough understanding of the

forward into becoming what only it can be – the
design of the general model itself. If the design of

unique result of a massive number of decisions, based
the model contains attributes that sufficiently reflect

on an even more massive number of criteria, or sys-
symmetry, then it follows that each individual struc-

tem constraints.
ture produced from the model implicitly retains this

This is not an insignificant observation. It is in fact
structural integrity. The challenge in recognising sym-

the basis for the general model of music composition
metry in a single case lies in maintaining an awareness

described in this paper, a summary of a concept upon
and acceptance of the inherent variability of how the

which I have been building for years, ‘the arbitrary
symmetry within a general model becomes manifest

and synthetic nature of sequential logic’ (Newcomb
within each of its progeny.

1980, 1981). The challenge at hand is to determine
what decisions affect what other decisions and to
what degree, relative to all other relevant decisions.

3.5. At issue: cultural and personal norms in need of
It must be understood and accepted that any

realignment
sequence of decisions followed in building a temporal

The arts and sciences have evolved into convergentstructure (quantifiable data that vary within a time
cultural event streams. The primary function of thesedomain) is a valid process, maintaining its unique
two disciplinary arenas of exploration must be todefinition of consistent, rational logic. Therefore, the
broaden the perspective of cultural and personalresulting constructions must also be considered wor-
awareness, and to regenerate a healthy balance withinthy of inspection, and inevitably, of some degree of
individuals and cultural institutions.acceptance or rejection. Of utmost importance is that

we recognise these musical compositions as residual
evidence of the altogether new ‘languages’ that cre-

3.6. Computer-generated music composition – aated them. Though a system has been initially
paradigm shift long overduedesigned by humans, the languages and the compo-

sitions it subsequently creates are quite literally intel- In setting forth guidelines for the realisation of com-
ligent and conscious as they are growing. We as puter-generated compositions that are in essence
designers can learn immeasurably from them. This guaranteed to be not only ‘original’ but ‘good’ music,
must be the prime motivation for building a system an implicit rebellion is also being described. The cru-
in the first place, to learn from the data that it eventu- cial point to realise is that a rebellion is not a rejec-
ally produces. These compositional structures can tion. All of the work that I, and others, have done in
only be understood if evaluated on their own terms, promoting serious consideration of the consequences
not on the terms of pre-existing vocabularies of to be found in musical applications of self-organising
decision-making hierarchies. systems, self-determining rule systems, and intelligent

knowledge database analysis and construction
methods, is an extension of historical musical work.
None of our work is possible without a coherent3.4. Extended symmetry as a basis for evaluating
understanding of the systemic limitations we havestructural integrity
inherited. Many traditional theorists, composers,

The concept of relative ‘symmetry’ is often a primary musicians and educators, who scoff at the thought of
point of departure in evaluating the integrity of a music ‘made by machine’, in their contention that ‘we
structural model. The generally accepted definition of have gone too far’, belie their fear that ‘they have not
the word needs to be extended if it is to serve gone far enough’ and cannot personally or pro-
adequately for the purpose of addressing my concerns fessionally cope with the philosophical implications
in constructing a general model of the compositional, of the furthest reaches of machine intelligence. To
and in fact, the creative, process. these supporters of the musical foundations upon

Symmetry must be understood to be a measure- which I build continually, I present the explanation
ment of design and production consistency existing contained herein, in hopes of allaying any fears, and
within and between all scales of model attributes, to offer assurance that the foundations are secure,
from minutiae to macrocosm. The system of thought and may be left unattended as the ongoing design of

contemporary musical architecture is developed.responsible for the model must account for structural
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The paradigm shift referred to has come about due remotely original, reflecting an individual’s unique
perception and experience of existence. In politicalin large part to the dissemination of massive doses

of musical information in the twentieth century. The terms we call this a martial state, facism. In socio-
cultural terms we call it paranoia, homophobia.acceleration of this outpouring of musical expression

shows no sign of slowing. It does, however, make Ironically, and quite cleverly, champions of stagnate
traditions are themselves celebrated as preser-clear that the vast majority of musical expression is in

fact focused on the expression of an extremely minute vationists, purportedly providing a cultural service,
and therefore receive the vast majority of private andfraction of what the human race is capable of express-

ing, and in fact must express in order to adequately governmental financial support. This obviously cre-
ates an even more hostile environment for originalrecognise the nature of our global situation.

Musical expression is a means of encapsulating thinkers working in music composition.
All rule sets are made to be expanded upon,emotional, psychological, physical and intellectual

experience in an abstract form, eventually resident in granted, but the concept of a pre-existing rule set
itself is where our whole musical communicationsthe temporal domain of a stream of varying air press-

ures. This stream is perceived by us on all the levels system has failed us. The protocol is poorly designed,
and must be overhauled from the bottom up, rethink-through which it was created, emotional, psychologi-

cal, physical and intellectual, thereby ensuring a ing all assumptions that have been made. In fact,
there can be no assumptions made at all.channel of communication between two or more

human beings. The communications protocol for this A rule set that evolves over time and is based on
any sort of consensus or agreement between severalchannel is where the rebellion must take place. We

are a population that has embraced everyday techno- individuals, communities, or even institutions, rep-
resents a wealth of stability. But it also creates carica-logical ‘communications’ advances such as automatic

teller machines, cable television, cable-less television ture, stagnation, and encourages a dangerously
subversive acceptance of artistic limitations. Any ruleand wireless telephones. Yet, musically speaking, we

are using tremendous advances in computer and set will attract inherently insecure individuals as pro-
ponents and admirers, who will invariably becomeaudio technology to basically communicate at the

level of sitting around a fire in a cave, banging two either entrapped within its confines or move on to
another rule set as they seek a platform for musicalrocks together.

The constraints that entrap popular music today experience.
MITA attempts to defeat all existing and potentialhave entrapped it since ‘popular’ music was first

identified as something distinct. The same is true of rule sets by providing a model of the very process of
identifying rule set traits, collating them, and thenwhat we call ‘serious’ music, of ‘rock’ music, of ‘folk’

music, of ‘gospel’ music, of ‘blues’ music, ‘rhythm proceeding to obliterate the boundaries between them
during the creation of new structures.and blues’ music, ‘jazz’ music. All popular music

sounds the same. It sounds like popular music. All Differentiating between the tradition of the empiri-
cal ‘cut and paste’ approach to artistic creation andjazz music sounds the same, etc. All of these ‘styles’

of music have their nice little set of rules by which all the recently evolving tradition of self-organising
structures is essential for an appreciation of MITAmusic must play if it is to be nominated for inclusion

in a given style. These rule sets deal not only with and of the inherent constraints and freedoms existing
in both conceptual frameworks. The most basicstructural characteristics but with characteristics of

emotional expression as well, in essence dictating element to consider is a comparison of human will
versus spontaneous creation. The vast majority ofwhat information is allowed to pass through our

communications channel from one human to another modern life is devoted to the development of the per-
sonal will, of focusing attention toward a goal, ofusing our musical protocol. So, an individual has a

choice of what style she will ‘customise’ (within the realising an imagined future. The irony of this is that
certain individuals who attain a miraculous level ofrules though), to use as her vehicle of musical

expression. Individuals do not define styles. The fate willpower have eventually discovered, often through
spiritually based awakenings, that the most refinedof an individual whose work does not fit a style’s

definition will be either (i) not to be heard at all (cen- use of will is to allow it not to be the primary tool of
personal guidance in one’s life. To allow will tosure), or if enough potential commercial andyor pro-

fessional gain for all other purveyors of the style coexist with acceptance of a natural flow, a con-
tinuum of change in all things, is to realise one’s mostseems likely, then (ii) to be absorbed into a ‘style’

with the understanding that the individual has natural place in the universe, the ‘grand scheme of
things’.‘expanded’ the scope of the style’s ‘territory’, and

therefore has acted as an ally on behalf of the ‘style By working within rule sets, we are implicitly
required to master will-based techniques of manipul-rules committee’. This scenario seems to completely

eliminate the possibility of expressing anything ating bits of energy and matter until we achieve a
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desired transformation of data external to us – the The question of relative complexity is one that
confronts anyone working in the arts and sciences. In‘piece’. We also will have unwittingly reinforced, and

in fact refined, the will-based techniques involved, our situation, this question relates to an examination
of existing styles of music and understanding whereand perpetuated the tendency to use this paradigm

for problem-solving and navigation through Life as a each falls on a scale measuring complexity. My feel-
ing is that all existing styles reside in a very narrowwhole.

Conversely, by acknowledging that in every area of the scale, located much nearer to utter sim-
plicity than to infinite complexity.moment of our lives we are given a chance to ‘change

our minds’, to ‘let things go’, to ‘just see what hap- Philosophically, each artist and composer must
come to terms with the question of what exactly hispens next’, our motivation for developing techniques

is forever altered, and the techniques and tools them- or her work is supposed to do for those who may
encounter it in the near present or in the far future.selves become different than those previously valued.

While, as artists, we will continue to create encapsu- By propagating forms that are relatively simple to
experience, analyse and understand, one reinforceslated ‘energy and matter things’, we, ourselves, will

evolve much differently than our will-based col- the notion of relatively simple intellectual, psycho-
logical and emotional behaviour. By offering rela-leagues. If there is no predefined target or goal, then

a new spectrum of questions must be confronted as tively complex forms, one is implicitly and explicitly
inferring that complex processing is required in orderwe determine what a ‘finished piece’ actually is. The

internal, personal affect of ‘completing’ a piece, using to adequately understand and appreciate the form
that is the object of attention.tools based not on the will, but more from an

‘observer, or sensory-based’ perspective, will be pro- The object being focused upon by the listener will
not always be musical in nature, but may be some-foundly different. Definitions of success and failure

change forever. We give ourselves infinitely numerous thing entirely different: a personal dilemma, a politi-
cal strategy, a mathematical or philosophicalchannels for perceiving the interconnectedness of our

experience as sentient beings, rather than a set of pre- problem. Simplicity does indeed inform us, and gives
us tools with which to deal with problem-solving. Mydefined constraints with which to deal as we attempt

to ‘succeed’ in our circumscribed creative endeavour. argument is that the role of the technological arts
should be to provide people with a complete spec-
trum of problem-solving tools, from simple to

3.7. Complexity and simplicity
complex – a full battery of strategies for adapting to
our overwhelmingly complex life. I am not convincedIn music theory traditions, the analysis of style or

form is generally based upon a gross overemphasis that we as a community of computer music artists are
committed to this goal. In fact, at times I believe weon a very few arbitrary musical attributes such as

metrical cycles (‘the beat’), harmonic orientation (‘the are lazy, and intent on simply making it easier to cre-
ate even more easily understood ‘things’ for the worldkey or mode’), timbral palette (‘orchestration’) or the

patterns of large-scale passages (‘movements’). This to gawk at and identify with.
It is not a simple world, and it is sometimes aapproach continues to this day and is so ingrained in

our thinking and listening that we tend, on the whole, seemingly incomprehensible world. People need com-
plex tools to deal effectively with the everyday chal-to be much more like the ‘unadventurous’ listener

than the ‘adventurous’ one described above. lenge of just surviving. Why not use technological art
as a mechanism for creating the metaphors needed inBecause we are trained to recognise what we refer

to as ‘style’ by differentiating a very few easily per- order to help others grasp the potential applications
ceived characteristics, we are unable to comprehend of complex problem-solving tools?
compositional structures that manipulate different
conceptual materials in different ways, thereby focus-
ing upon unfamiliar characteristics. The vast majority 3.8. Constraint and boundary recognition
of people have extremely limited databases of musical

Computer-assisted music composition is currentlyexperiences. This is due not to an overwhelming gen-
pursued with one of two primary goals. Regardless ofetic tendency toward constraining one’s musical
the specific technical methods and materials focusedexperience. It is due to the cultural and economic
upon, the underlying motivation is to create a compo-structures through which musical ideas have been for-
sition which either (i) lies within the bounds of one orced to flow for centuries. The fault lies as much with
more known systems of constraints (commonly calledthe producers as with the consumers. We have the
styles or traditional forms), or (ii) lies outside thetechnology to right this aesthetic injustice. The same
accepted bounds of all constraint systems known totechnology may be (and is) used to enforce and
the composer. I argue that energy invested in the for-deepen the musical ignorance that permeates nearly

all of what most people hear each day. mer vein of thinking is only relevant if the results
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produced and the knowledge acquired are later rein- such, music has been thought of as a language as well.
The analysis of the language of music and the associ-vested as fuel for the latter motivation.

In order to create a system of thought that by its ated teaching methods that have developed in our
(human) society have become institutionalised withinvery nature precludes any repetition of, or preference

for, prior stylistic constraints, we are again con- many social, cultural and educational traditions.
Because of this, there exist many ‘dialects’ of musicfronted with two approaches. Firstly, one may

assume that a knowledge of all existing constraint on the planet, each with its own interpretation of the
nature of the language, its components, how it is tosystems is required in order to create a system that in

effect does not replicate any of them. This seems to be used, what linguistic standards are required in
order to communicate intelligibly, and what is notbe a monumental undertaking, based on building sep-

arate conceptual models of each constraint system acceptable language use.
What has not been fully perceived is an under-until all stylistic boundaries are thoroughly under-

stood with relation to the boundaries of each other standing of how the language of music is intimately
related to every other system of thought, feeling andsystem. Alternatively, one may approach the entire

problem as a question of providing a single concep- belief that humans maintain, as well as to the natural
and artificial systems that interact with us during ourtual model capable of producing compositions adher-

ing to not only any and all constraint systems put lives.
In expanding the contexts from which seminalforth in the past, but more importantly, to infinitely

numerous heretofore undiscovered and unimagined data is allowed to flow into musical creation, the
vocabularies and therefore the description tools avail-ones. Though this may seem even more monumental

in scope, it appears to the author to be a profoundly able to creators of musical structures become signifi-
cantly expanded as well. Hence, a greater degree ofmore appropriate use of time and energy and poten-

tially much more significant in the ‘grand scheme of refinement and a more robust palette of syntactical
constructs may be communicated between humansthings’.
through the art of musical expression.

3.9. Data assimilation, transformation and
auralisation: musical structure as a metaphorical aid 3.11. The creative process – order out of chaos or

chaos out of order?to scientific research

By using a general model of data assimilation and The process of creating a structure outside of one’s
self can be seen as an attempt to organise ideas,transformation (figure 2) we are able to place musical

structure and music cognition in a more universal emotions, techniques and materials that one has col-
lected and acquired over time, and then to combineperspective. The general processes involved in the cre-

ation and perception of data structures are consistent these elements in a manner that results in a structural
representation of the process that one passes throughregardless of the nature of the primary data, whether

these data occur as consciously willed or uncon- during this creative process. The structure created is
essentially evidence of activity, a residual record ofsciously emergent event sequences. Furthermore, the

data structures of one context may be mapped (inter- energy and matter having interacted, generally in an
environment itself at least partially created by one orpreted) through the general model and be represented

in the native structures of a different context. The more humans.
The primal motivation to create is rooted in theanalysis of data structures and the subsequent

interpretation of this information into new musical tension between (i) the need to make sense of one’s
experience as a living, sentient being, and (ii) the needcompositions may be called data auralisation, though

recently the term data sonification has taken hold. to challenge one’s sense of reality by extending one’s
experience into previously unexplored territory. ThisThus, by using musical structure as a translator, the

general model may provide a mechanism for cross- tension is perpetually presented to us as we seek out
new experience, assimilate this experience into mem-disciplinary data mapping, enhance the understand-

ing of data within each context, and highlight ory, and seek again, having now modified the base of
information available to us for exploration andrelationships between contexts.
understanding.

The general model is continually iterated as we
3.10. Musical structure as an experiential

continue in consciousness, searching for new data
communications language

structures to evaluate and understand, to add to our
stockpile of evidence that, yes, we are here . . . we areMusic has traditionally been primarily identified as

one of the arts, recognised for its evocative ability to each unique . . . no one else knows exactly what we
know . . . and no one can create exactly what wecommunicate the human experience from musician to

audience through the temporal vehicle of sound. As create!
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Figure 2. General model of data assimilation and transformation.

3.12. Efficiency in creative work alike to the realisation that creative work is an ongo-
ing process of data assimilation and transformation.

Redundancy in the creative arts is to be avoided
As undiscovered data structures are created, per-

above all else. It is the basic imperative of the creative
ceived and assimilated, the base of knowledge avail-

impulse to explore, document, describe and interpret
able for the creation and perception of each

through one’s art as much experiential territory as
subsequent structure is continually transformed.

possible during one’s lifetime. The most important
As long as the data captured through this hier-

skill to learn is ‘tool acquisition’. The tools most
archical iterative process is assimilated and allowed

highly valued are those that enable one to acquire
to have consequence upon subsequent creative and

new data, the raw materials required for expanding
perceptual decisions, the amount of wasted time and

the boundaries of exploration and experimentation.
energy remains very small, the level of efficiency and

A tool that is designed specifically to acquire,
the potential for genuine creative excellence very

decode and transform data from an unlimited variety high.
of sources must therefore be considered worthy of
investigation. The search for more efficient data

3.13. Contexts for complex data
assimilation tools is the underlying motivation for the
absorption of musical styles, traditions and perspec- Contexts for the metaphorical use of musical

interpretation include the study of genetics, biologicaltives, leading many artists, engineers and researchers
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populations, astrophysical exploration, biofeedback, concept indeed. By comparing large hierarchies of
linked variables we are able to place an entire hier-and learning. Data from these contexts are readily

mapped through the general model and may then be archy into a spectrum of values so as to be closest in
proximity to other hierarchies that resemble it mosttransformed into musical output data structures.

To be useful, a musical metaphor must supply a in a composite manner. By doing this we create a
spectrum whose values do not represent actualresearcher with information she might otherwise not

perceive, in order to better inform her of the nature numeric quantity but relative positions within a top-
ology of similar and dissimilar characteristics.of the data being examined. To do this, the metaphor

requires that an inherent degree of complexity be If we had chosen to follow the first approach
described above and built a separate model for eachpresent in the source data it analyses and manipu-

lates. If the metaphor is valid at all, its complexity existing musical style known to us, we would not be
able to accomplish the task of accurately comparingwill directly mirror the complexity of the input struc-

tures. The materials available for creating a useful them, since they would not be defined in identical
model terms. In building a generalised model of musi-metaphor are defined in large part by the nature of

the object it describes and the accuracy and precision cal structure and the compositional process, we are
able to construct a circular spectrum of domains byof the original attributes of the object.

The above disciplines offer complex data rep- placing each ‘style’ into a position that defines its
composite distance or relationship to all otherresenting physical bodies ranging in size from cellular

to galactic, and behavioural processes ranging in ‘styles’.
scope from neural synapses to planetary evolution. In
all cases, data auralisation may aid in the enhance-

4. DESIGN
ment of information available for study. In addition,
these fields of study all involve some form of data A detailed component-level design specification of the

MITA system is beyond the scope of this paper, andassimilation, so the use of a metaphorical process that
also recycles information, implicitly increasing its currently would include proprietary information.

However, a thorough discussion of the conceptualunderstanding of source data structures, may likely
add further refinement to the accuracy and signifi- foundation of the system is not complete without at

least a few notes on design and implementation.cance of the musical metaphor.
Clarity is the most important resource in building

a model requiring such a global perspective. Scrutiny
3.14. Polarities, spectrums and domains

must be applied liberally in every step of an analysis
and design process that is not unlike that followedIn the case of a purely musical context, source data

structures contain data representing musical infor- when designing a computer, an operating system or
a language compiler. In fact, other than the binarymation. The procedure followed in the analysis and

classification phase of processing musical source data number system, nothing can be unequivocally
accepted as a valid building block for our system.is identical to the one followed for nonmusical

contexts. Every assumption must be questioned, examined
until there is no doubt that we have overlookedThe concept of a spectrum of values within a vari-

able domain is the basic method of quantifying seem- nothing, that no critical piece of the puzzle has eluded
us only to reappear at a later time as a deeply embed-ingly intangible musical qualities so that they may be

measured, evaluated and manipulated. As analysis ded flaw, much more difficult to eradicate than if
caught earlier in the process.proceeds, a design gradually unfolds that resembles a

galaxy of data, each having its own spectrum or range As already described, familiarity plays a major
role in any evaluation to be made. So, what makes aof possible finite values. The true art to making this

massive aggregation of individual values come to life ‘good’ temporal structure as opposed to a ‘bad’ one?
Simply stated, it is the level of clarity maintained dur-is in the creation of linkages between the data, even

to the level of creating different linkages based on the ing the analysis and design of the system that will in
turn create the creators of these structures. For thevalues of each datum at a given point in time.

When a single variable is being measured either as sake of clarity, we must maintain an admittedly bru-
tal relationship with our own personal database ofa discrete value or as a percentage of its potential

maximum value, and quite clearly this is the case in musical experiences, and not allow it to influence the
design disproportionately. It must be seen as only onemost situations within our system, the use of polarity

as a metaphor is perfectly valid, and becomes essen- of an infinite number of perspectives, and each con-
clusion reached during the design of the system musttial to our hierarchical system as we develop the

design further. However, if a range of values is in be accountable to a more visionary scope. Specifi-
cally, any design approach that is found to poten-fact representative of a summing of multiple single-

variable values then we encounter a very different tially favour one decision-making sequence over
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another must be discarded, and another one found decision-making hierarchy unfolds. A critical aspect
that allows for a full spectrum of possibilities within of these mechanisms is that they interact with one
whatever variable domain its focus may be. another and with some human activity. It is only then

that they have a physical link with us and become
4.1. A different type of radio dial an extension of ourselves. A matrix of self-organising

knowledge domains that continually interact appearsIn our system we use the metaphor of a knob that is
to be an appropriate modelling platform for achiev-able to be turned 360 degrees in either direction to
ing an underlying level of the intangible cohesion,represent a stylistic spectrum. In fact we use two
elegance and complexity that so often signify workknobs! One knob represents the results of an analysis
described as ‘beyond human capability’, ‘pureand classification of all the musical materials we have
genius’, ‘profound’, or simply ‘very interesting’.examined, placing these ‘stylistic’ samples into a

topological domain. A knob setting shares the most I have chosen several self-perpetuating models,
characteristics with its closest neighbours, and shares including genetic algorithms, chaotic systems and
the least characteristics with those located 180 Markov chains. The MITA population of abstract
degrees away. The second knob represents the results organisms is patterned after biological genetics. It is
of an analysis and classification of all initial param- significant that though genetic algorithms are tra-
eter settings we attach to the dynamic data variables ditionally employed to solve problems, the role of our
essential for the production of new compositions. population is not to provide answers to problems.
These parameters determine to a large degree how Instead, we monitor the population’s activity and use
the musical material linked to the first knob is to be its process rather than its eventual conclusions to
manipulated during a single compositional assembly affect our assembly process.
process. Again, close proximity on this knob equates Activity in the external environment is captured
to a similarity in characteristics over multiple vari- through use of a sensing device, e.g. a video camera.
ables, and 180 degrees of polarity equates to very Periodic ‘snapshots’ or ‘samplings’ of the environ-
little sharing of characteristics. These two knobs are ment are taken. These are analysed and compared in
able to be manipulated independently, yielding a order to discern the relative level and type of activity
tremendous number of parameterymusic material occurring outside the digital world of our computer.
combinations. We refer to these knob settings as The data derived from our internal and external
indexyparameter pairs. The index term refers to the measurement devices interact at critical junctures
index matrix derived during the classification process, within the assembly processing path, and have a great
and the parameter term refers to the initial parameter

impact on how the original musical database is
settings.

manipulated.Comparing the indexyparameter knobs to AMy
One example of control mechanism interactionFM radio dials we are perhaps able to illustrate the

involves measuring the adaptability of our geneticprofound difference between navigation within our
population to activity in the external world. Presencesystem of musical creation and the world of contem-
of change in the external environment triggersporary musical consumption. Each radio station has
decreased adaptability in the genetic domain. Sub-its frequency domain, as each position on our two
sequent musical event choices reflect the increasedknobs have their classification or style domain. As
instability in the external environment, creating a lesswe turn the radio dial we encounter different styles,
stable, inconsistent and more unpredictable musicalmusical and editorial, but all of the music we find is
form. Absence of change in the external environmentprerecorded. Sometimes a live performance is en-
triggers increased adaptability in the genetic domain.countered, but these too are ‘preprogrammed’. Alter-
As the population becomes better at predicting thenatively, as we turn our two knobs to new positions
behaviour of a static world, the eventual result iswe find that we are using a set of data that then inter-
more predictable choice patterns, and therefore aacts with us and itself to create music that has never
more stable, consistent and predictable compositionalbeen heard before, and will almost definitely never be
structure.recreated. The positions of the knobs do have a stylis-

As described earlier, an important design compo-tic relevance, but the music pursuant from these
nent involves implementing the concept of hierarchi-positions is open to the influence of the moment.
cal linkages within our musical database, or more

4.2. Macroaesthetics, synthetic genetics, and the precisely, within the variables that define our perspec-
natural world as control mechanisms tive upon this musical database. Several high-level

control variables representing conceptual character-In order to ensure that our general model does in fact
istics such as abstraction, density and repetition,fully represent a robust compositional process cap-
modify themselves during the assembly process. Eachable of limitless variations, we must instill mechan-

isms that impact the process dynamically as a of these variables is linked to a hierarchy of variables
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whose values directly impact the characteristic rep- attributes. The attributes themselves are developed by
taking the mathematical information present in theresented. As the control variables change so do their

hierarchies and, of course, the fluctuation of each of source data, creating hierarchical relationships within
the attribute space, and yielding an attribute set ofthese control variables is linked to some activity

within the other self-perpetuating models. potentially infinite size.
Classification is able to be applied to one or more

musical event types, such as pitch, duration, volume,
4.3. Deconstruction and classification

etc. We deconstruct the source data into fixed-length
arrays that portray the values of the specified eventThe preprocessing of musical performance data,

whether improvised, composed or computer gener- types over a finite length of time or for a number of
events. This process of deconstruction can continueated, consists of analysing and encoding the mathe-

matical profile existing within a musical expression, for as many iterations as is desired for numerous
combinations of model attributes. Each set of fixed-and formatting the resulting analysis so as to be

usable in compositional tasks. length arrays is treated as a single database and used
for a distinct classification cycle. The performanceLinguistically, the numerical source data of a

musical passage can be seen as an evolving language source data may thus be analysed from several per-
spectives based on differing quantities and combi-and vocabulary, creating an inherent functional

classification unique to this musical context. The nations of attributes. The resulting analysis is
translated into numerous data structures that refer-classification and the attendant model of auditory

perception can be isolated using any number of classi- ence the original performance datastream while
retaining the accumulated classification data. Infication methods currently being explored, such as

neural nets, rough sets, fuzzy logic, SG nets, or prob- effect, this iterative deconstruction and classification
approach allows for precisely classified phrases ofabilistic systems of Bayesian analysis. When statisti-

cal analysis is applied to a musical passage, the varying length and, more profoundly, each numerical
component of each event within the entire eventintentions and hypotheses of the researcher and the

significance of the results can best be determined by stream to be made available as data-primitives for use
in assembly decision-making.an examination of the modelling techniques

employed. There is currently much emphasis placed
on the deconstruction of easily identified traditional

4.4. Assembly
‘musical styles’ with the implicit intent being to repli-
cate the style in subsequent automated compositions. The task of combining and assembling discrete musi-

calymathematical materials into integrated andIn modelling data for an analysis aimed toward these
ends, it is essential that the attributes of the model coherent musical pieces is what people generally refer

to as composition. MITA assembly processing isconform to a pre-existing ‘definition’ of the style
being analysed. In other words, the analysis has extremely complex, as you would assume, but in gen-

eral is based on several nested loops that togetheralready taken place in the mind of the researcher
prior to any software modelling, and the analysis is produce a classic straight-ahead decision-making

path. Each loop is begun with a refresh of certainof a ‘style’, not of Music. This situation guarantees a
very limited flexibility in not only the resulting com- data structures that are critical to decision-making

within that loop, creating a consistent context thatpositional structures but to the applicability of input
data as well. Ironically, these limitations are viewed informs the logic as it proceeds in its choices of

branching direction and of data values. This continu-by many to be evidence of successful music compo-
sition software, rather than reformulations of well- ally refreshed context is derived from (i) the intelli-

gence embedded in the classified performance datadocumented arbitrary rule systems reinforced
through cultural traditions. that also acts as primary musical source material, (ii)

the sequence of decisions already made during theIn the MITA system, great care is taken to circum-
vent any perceptual bias or limitation imposed by assembly, and (iii) the current state of the compo-

sitional structure itself.innate, cultural or habitual memory and expectation
patterns with regard to musical structure and Additional leverage at any given point during the

construction process is provided by the continualexpression. Rather than the identification and segre-
gation of musical traditions and styles, the intent is monitoring of several simultaneously interacting per-

iodic and aperiodic control mechanisms that act asto create a generalised model of musical form, to
break down the lines of categorisation and deal with loop interrupts. They include (i) an abstract hier-

archical environment of mathematical organisms thatmusic as a single organic substance. This is
accomplished by providing a capability that allows evolves over time, (ii) a set of macro-parameters,

whose values change over time, describing the high-for customised dynamic models to be constructed
from a set of dynamically defined individual model level structural underpinnings that implicitly affect all
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aesthetic decision-making, and (iii) periodic sam- At each level of the potentially dense decision-
making process there are numerous options as toplings of an external event system that reflect move-
what to do next, and a unique combination of avail-ment or change of some sort within a physical or
able data that contribute to the decision to be made.abstract universe.
All during the construction process, regardless ofThe current system is MIDI based, and provides
how much activity takes place within the controlfor continuous controller and system exclusive event
mechanisms and their associated internal data map-processing as well as for basic note and velocity
pings, the actual musical materials being manipulatedevents. The fully assembled composition is performed
remain the result of humanymachine musicalynon-through sound source equipment and captured in a
musical activity as seen from the perspective of a rig-Standard MIDI File (SMF). For subsequent refer-
orous statistical analysis.ence purposes, an audit log is produced to reflect in

Research in the fields of computer science anddetail all the decision-making activity that has taken
mathematics yield quantifiable results that are ableplace during the assembly process.
to be judged with rigour on a basis of accuracy orMITA v0.71 software consists of approximately
optimisation. Experimental research in the field of25,000 lines of source code written by the author using
computer music yields results in the form of musicalthe Forth-based languages HMSL and H4th (Frog
compositions and performances. The theoreticalPeak Music 1990–7) on the Macintosh platform.
model and complex software system described here
are not in themselves results that are able to be quan-

4.5. Compositional results tifiably judged as to their relative merit. Regardless
of the technical rigour with which a music system isCompositions produced by the system include Day-
designed and implemented, the system itself isdreams of an Orange Cat, created on October 20th
invariably judged, or at least should be, on the basis1993, using software version 0.60. This piece was pre-
of the musical substance it produces. This demands amiered at Clark University, Worcester MA as part of
tremendous aesthetic flexibility on the part of thosethe Studio Music Concert Series on March 10th 1994.
passing judgement. We must measure the conceptualA more recent piece, Run The Mountain, was cre-
perspective, the technical implementation, and theated on January 10th 1997 using software version
musical results, based in part on their own terms, and0.651, and was premiered at Aristotle University,
in part against historical and contemporary researchThessaloniki, Greece as part of the 1997 International
spanning numerous technical and artistic disciplines.Computer Music Conference on September 27th 1997.

. . . Infinitely numerous forms exist,
and potentially exist,

5. CONCLUSIONS
as unique amalgams

of seemingly random sequences of processesThe significance of creating and perceiving infinitely
acting upon fragmented aspects of sonic matter. . .numerous unique forms should be apparent to any-

one seriously involved with arts and technology. The In pure silence we hear nothing, but we listen just
enhancement of a person’s life through the broaden- the same, to our thoughts and senses existing in per-
ing and deepening of perception is the common petual activity. As silence retreats, the sonic entity in
ground binding the pursuits of intellectual education, our external world enters in and becomes part of the
physiological evolution and spiritual enlightenment. constant exchange inside us. . . . Within the realm of
The theoretical model presented here draws upon music lies the potential for transmuting the holistic
these foundations of human existence in an attempt and transcendental nature of human experience into
to integrate and synthesise the human experience into countless forms and processes that interact to pro-
a music-based metaphorical tool. In a very true sense, duce infinitely varied sonic structures.
this entire general model of composition is a self-per- . . . If the music speaks with equal clarity
petuating artificial organism of immense complexity. to both a wide-eyed child of two and
Though initially designed to manipulate musical to an adult seeker of intellectual and sensual challenge,
data, the system hopefully contains genuine signifi- then the music is,
cance for non-musical applications as well. in fact,

The Music In The Air system architecture provides something of value. . .
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